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With our best greetings and with our best intentions, we're sending to
you this letter accompanying our pilot project for a political transition on
Cuba. This transition is described towards a democracy and a social,
empathic economic policy, to form peace and avoid violence.
Cuba is presented with a unique opportunity on the planet to transform
itself into a terrestrial paradise, due to the fact that this island has been
preserved of any non-sustainable development. The Cuban people lived
for the last 60 years in a permanent State of enclosure and protection.
This way, the Cuban people have learned to deal with their Special
Situation and to develop a strong identity, based on education and
preserving their own culture. The Cuban people face more opportunities
than risks when conciliating their destiny with other nations on the
planet.
We deliver our proposal for discussion with the sole intention of helpinj
Cuba on its way to transformation and we wish to openheartedly give
our support and offer unconditional cooperation, in order to contribute
to this very positive development lying ahead of the Cuban nation and / fT
the international Community.
We are happy to see that since Publishing our study in April, many
progress was made on this way: freedom to travel, freedom of
navigation and air traffic USA-Cuba, improvements in the foreign
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exchange and money remittance, possibility of property ownership for
nationals and foreigners, etc.
We will be happy to offer you that our association TSW Terra-Sol may
support the further positive development through working out an
appropriate scientific master plan.
We füll heartedly send our best wishes to the Cuban people and to their
American neighbors, that they may be allowed to define their own
future partnership in peace, happiness and joy. With this regard we are
closely united with you in the destiny of your both great nations.

With our best greetings,

Zürich, 14.12. 2012

Krecke
President des TSW
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